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feat. Lost children of Babylon

[Verse 1: El Eloh]
I am he who walks beyond the cycle of Tan
A guinea systematic survey
On the heavens long before the spells of Kimet
I had advanced cosmos journey apologist
Substantiate statements
I commands the aspects of creation
Astronomers cant even interpret my ancient civilisation
Of Andromeda
The Dragon of Dracos come touch the inner sun
I went forth, a life force out of the core of Epsu
Bring forth the possibilities of solar energy into infinity
Like a Nimbo; endless, trapped it, Kingu;
A myth too ignorant Like the Sumerians
Explorer of the solar system like Galileo
Bring the mist of Mahabharata
Celestial God symbolic to the disagreeable complex
mathematics
Of the Hebrew bible
Receive and transmit the letters of the Rasqiniaans
Who have seen the 3rd suns
I am like Milton Milankovich
Who outline the theory of ground philosophies
Messiah of all biblical tablets
Watch how the process of creation
links with the measurements of Tan
Scientifical like a geologist
I bring the geological changes to the world
Like the prophecies of the Book of Revelations

[Verse 2]
The compartment allies
Now my device shatters the fusel anomas
And for my dialectical, destroyed innocuous
sinconquent
Travel beyond 5 dimensions
A cipher cytoplasm or phantasm
An Orcs sight;
Antithetical to atoms
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I leave you vacuous like an Organtoron, pulses
Facilitate my brain waves, determining what planet Im
on
CyberTron transmit my Mhakabaraso over the sea of
influence
Never neglect My lobular units
Stereo-material movements
Painfully Cranials statisticals giving your Cerebral
Cortex
Damaging Demigods
Crushing egos, into w
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